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Words cannot explain how wonderful this book is. I bought it to put on my coffee table and I don't
have the coffee table yet. I just couldn't wait!!! There are dozens of inserts. Some of them are
handwritten poems and letters he wrote throughout his life. Pictures of him and his family growing
up. There are flyers of events he took part in, his correctional facilty ID card and even his grocery
list. It's unbelievable how well this book was put together. A must have for any Tupac fan.

I bought this book for my son-in-law who is much interested in Tupac. When I opened it, I was
amazed at how beautifully put together the book is. It has an innovative, creative format which
combines story, photo, and the primary source materials of his life. I know this is probably a pretty
academic review--but really, this is a creative, gorgeous, well- designed auto/biography. Excellent.

This book is so incredible!!!Just to turn the pages brings awe and goosebumps. The life and times of
Tupac are captured in his words on CD and in his writings which are so eloquently reproduced that
you feel you are holding the actual paper that he wrote upon. The personal memorabilia scattered
throughout the book bring him alive. The man in all of his complexity and compassion is revealed.
This is a book to treasure.

Its so awesome ! One of the best books I've ever purchased .. So amazing , reading it .. Looking
thru those images , hand written notes and pictures representing each word and described Pacs life
to the fullest !!

Alot of new material. Some never before (or anywhere else) facts in this book. The 1/1 scale copies
of some of his poems, scripts, and Letters ect. were amazing to hold in your hand. It's not a boring
read either, its put together well.

WOW, what a great book! This is a must-have book to add to your 2Pac collection, if you are a true
die-hard fanatic, like me! The inserts and reproductions of Pac's handwritten poetry will give you
chill bumps! This book shows all sides of the man most of us never got to know personally,
unfortunately. He was a very compassionate, very caring and very intelligent young black man,,,and
not just the hard-core thug rapper "persona" he portrayed. You will not regret purchasing this book.

If you love Pac like me, then you already own this book! This book was given to me as a gift and
now I consider it one of my most prized possessions. The added photocopies of his personal hand
written notes and personal items give you the impression that you have touched his life as he has
touched ours. I love this book!!!

Well I love Tupac so anything new to read, or watch, listen to i'm on it.This books is perfect for any
Fan because it is Jam packed with all sorts of odds an ends.I love coming back to this book
because it covers a lot of ground lots of information and the cool trinkets are just icing on the cake !
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